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NOTICE 
FROHAR FILMS Presents 

Swami Mahamandaleshwara Veda Bharti of Rishikesh & his discourses 

to the Parsi Zoroastrians at Cusrow Baug, Mumbai.

HUMATA   HUKHTA   HVARSHTA -  SUVICHAR   SUVACHAN  SUKARMA
Sunday 25th December, 2011 - Zee  Jagran – Zee Network 12.00 noon.

Swamiji talking about Prophet Zarathustra, His Teaching, and 
his opinion about the Parsi Community.

Designed and Directed by  Ervad Dr. Cyrus Dastoor.

NOTICE 
A Thanksgiving Jashan will be held  

for the successful completion of the beautiful renovation 

of our Holy Bhikha Behram Well on Monday 

26th December 2011, Roj Ava, Mah Amardad 

at 4.30 pm, 

followed by Humbandagi at 5.30 pm.

All Zoroastrians are invited to attend.

Ushta-Te.

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESKDear Readers,

Freyan
freyan@parsi-times.com

P. T. reader Roxane Bhesania 
celebrates X’mas 
with her family.
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Visiting the Delhi Parsi Anjuman is always a memorable experience for Parsis. Whether you are a seasoned Dilli-ite or a seasoned traveller, the nip in the air, 
the grand setting and the tranquil ground are delightful. When we step in, we are always greeted with warmth by the staff and an aura of calm in the Agiary. 

The Community of Delhi Parsis is a small yet happy and well-knit one. They gather in the spirit of Zoroastrianism and zeal every once in a while to celebrate 
culture and festivals or just celebrate being!

This week, the Delhi Parsi Anjuman celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Consecration of the Agiary on Monday the 19th of December with a beautiful and 
relevant gathering. The guests came from all corners of the globe. They varied in age and wisdom but united in the spirit of parsipanu.

The function was elaborate and it celebrated our religion and it’s place in today’s world beautifully. 
Parsi Times caught up with some of the honoured guests and Youth Trustee Aspi Sagar to bring you this report.

P.T: Hi Aspi! Thank you for 
speaking to Parsi Times. Tell 
us more about the celebration.
Aspi: The Celebration for the 
Golden Jubilee of the Fire 
Temple was held on the 18th 
and 19th of this month.  They 
were full day events from 
morning to late night including 
lunch, dinner and snacks in 
between.  It was held in the 

Fire Temple’s premises where 
we have our dharamsala and 
newly renovated community 
hall.
P.T: How many people 
attended the function? Were 
all those who took part in the 
festivities from Delhi itself? 
(Were there people who came 
to Delhi specially to attend the 
function?)
Aspi: All together there were 
over 300 people who attended 
and took part in the function.  
People had come from not 
only around the country but 
also from around the world; 
from places as far as London 
and New York, especially to 
attend the function.
P.T: How was the atmosphere 
at this auspicious occasion?
Aspi: It was great.  Despite 
the biting cold, there was 
an air of festivity and joy.  It 

full of activities, discussions, 
teachings and entertainment.  
Everyone had a gala time.
P.T: What was the highlight of 
the programme?
Aspi:
to name any one highlight.  
Different people cherish 

different things.  I really 
loved the Parsi Natak by 
Yazdi Karanjia and the troupe 
from Surat.  On the second 

day a group of 4-14 year old 
Parsi children from in and 
around Delhi known as the 
Farohars sang songs, danced 
and even did a fashion show 
based on Parsi traditional and 

section of the programme was 
by far the cutest and sweetest.

Then there were more 
intellectually stimulating 
segments where scholars and 
other authorities from distant 
lands discussed and debated 
on topics relevant to Parsis 
and Zoroastrians of today.

Of course 
looking at the 
function from 
a spiritual and 
holistic point of 
view, the two 
highlight events 
would have to be 
the two Jashans:
1. The Maha-
Jashan led by 

Vada Dasturji Dr. Firoze 
Kotwal.  Never before 
have I witnessed such a 
beautiful and amazing 
prayer.  Ten Dasturji’s 
joined forces to pray 
together. The vibrations in 
the Agiyari were simply 
mesmerizing.

2. Also, we had an open air 
Jashan where non-Parsis 
were invited.  Several 
people who are married to 
Parsis waited many years 
to see what our Jashan 
looks and feels like.

P.T: Who were the dignitaries 
who graced the occasion?
Aspi: On day-one, Chief 
Minister of Delhi, Sheila 
Dikshit was the chief guest.  
She also unveiled the Golden 
Jubilee Special Edition 
‘Dipanjali’ magazine that is 
so dear to the Parsis of Delhi.  
On day-two, Minority Affairs 
Cabinet Minister, Salman 
Khurshid graced the occasion 
and with his wife Louise, 
helped us hand out awards to 
our members and participants 
of the function.But more than 
anyone else, three out 

were present – Vada 
Dasturji Firoze Kotwal, 
Vada Dasturji Khurshed 
Kaikobad Dastoor and 
Ervad Ramiyar Karanjia – 
all under the one roof.  Can 
you beat that?
P.T: How was the response 
from the youth?
Aspi:  Good – but it 
could have been better.  

There were a lot of young 
people present but not as 
many as we would have liked.  
The under 14-year-olds are 
very active, and then people 

Ervad Dr. 
Ramiyar 
Karanjia
The sessions 
that I participated in were 
very interesting. About 
a 100 people attended 
the Delhi Parsi Anjuman 
Meeting. A few youth were 
also involved. It was a good 
experience overall and it 
was nice to meet different 
people. 

Aspi Sagar is the Youth 
Trustee of the Delhi Parsi 
Anjuman (DPA). Aspi spent 
most of his childhood in 
Sydney after which his 
family remigrated back 
to India.  As a student he 
excelled in sports such as 
cricket, cycling, karate and 
basketball.  He has a passion 
for driving, travelling 
and educating himself on 
the subject of ‘Health & 
Wellness’.  Currently Aspi 
works as an Editor for a 
large MNC and hopes to 
soon branch out into his 
own business using his skills 
and entrepreneurial spirit.
Follow Aspi on his Twitter 
handle: @aspisagar

Contd. on Pg. 24
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Navajbai Contractor Baug, one 
of the lesser known Parsi 
Colonies, is making waves 

among the Zoroastrian Community, 
with it’s innovative and interactive 
programs which are open to not only 
it’s member residents but also to the 
residents of other Zoroastrian Baugs 
and Parsis in general.

They held such an event on 17th 
December, 2011 on their premises 
with an aim to encourage and promote 
friendship and amity as well as to 
inculcate a sense of pride in being a 
Zoroastrian amongst the Community 
at large.

The function was the usual Rumva 
ne Jumva Chaloji type of function 
with a lot of Dhinga Masti and Tom 
Foolery ( Ganda Ghela ) which is a 
trade mark of any Parsi function.

There was a lot of innovative 
programming with Housie and 
Mimicry (duplicate Amitabh Bacchan 
in KBC) and Dance Drama ( Duplicate 
Akshay Kumar) and great Bhonu by  
colony resident famous Ace Caterer 
Gooloo Chesan.

The Entertainment was provided 
by Shahan Chesan and Vikalp 
Mehta. Shahan is a professional 
event organizer. They both gave their 
valuable time and talent free for our 
Parsi brothers and sisters.

Besides the cash prizes for Housie, 
there were great prizes for Early Birds, 
“Best dressed Man”, “Most Elegant 
Lady”, “Best looking teenager”, 
“Cutest Baby under 5 yrs.”, “Lady 
with Shortest hair”,”Most Elderly 
Gentleman” etc.

They also felicitated deserving young 

boys and girls by instituting and giving 
away Scholarship Prizes for Achievers 

A crowd of 275 plus attended and got 
full Paisa Vasool for their ticket prices.

It was specially heartening to see 
the youngsters co-mingling amongst 
themselves.

The whole event was very well 
organized and ably managed.

This little doll has 
achieved some 
extraordinary feats in 

her young life.
Biaanca R. Batliwalla, 

a seven year old from J.B. 
Vachha School for Girls, 
Dadar, Mumbai, is a young 

prize at an inter school 
poetry recitation competition 
held by the Gandhi Smarak 
Nidhi, at Mumbai. She was 
awarded this prize by His 

Excellency Governor Shri K. 
Shankarnarayanan, for the 
same. 

At such a tender age, she 
aspires to be a gynaecologist. 
And the knowledge that she 

is quite astounding. She is 
an all rounder and aces most 
of the competitions that she 
participates in. 

Parsi Times wishes her 
the best of luck in achieving 
all her future endeavours!

THE BABY WHO TALKS
ABOUT BABIES!

Recently the Founder 
President of this 
Foundation Mr. 

Parvez Katrak accompanied 
by its Honorary Secretary 
Mr. Nariman Daruwalla 
visited the Lady Engineer’s 
High School at Tardeo and 
donated a well maintained 
and melodious harmonium 
to this Parsi-owned school 
for use by their students. 
Although the school was 
working at that time, a good 
number of teachers and 
senior students attended the 

ceremony and the Principal 
Mr. Erick Elavia welcomed 
Mr. Katrak and thanked 
him for his gracious gift to 
the school. A Hindu Lady 
Musician was delighted to 
play a couple of tunes on the 
gifted harmonium. 

EVERYTHING IS THE 
GRACE OF GOD 

The donor Kirtankar Mr. 
Katrak in his own style said 
that everything happens 
according to the God’s Will. 
It is due to the grace of God 
that an ordinary amateur 

artist like me has performed 
2000 free programmes of 
Kirtan in India and abroad 
and collected voluntary 
donations from audiences 
and given lakhs of rupees to 
various charities during the 
last 40 years. Now that I have 
reached a very old age of 87 
years with physical weakness 
and trembling limbs, the 
Doctors have stopped my 
Seva-Bhakti-Daan activities. 
I therefore cannot use my 
favourite Harmonium any 
more. GOD IS GREAT.

Pervez Katrak Foundation Donates 
Harmonium To Parsi School

The photo shows from 
left: Mr. Nariman 
Daruwala, Donor 

Mr. Parvez Katrak, the 
lady musician, Principal 
Mr. Erick Elavia and two 

of the teachers and 
senior students.
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All this was felt at the 
recent tournament 
held by Nawroze 

Baug Play Centre. Mr. Vijay 
Gawde, Branch Manager at 
Union Bank of India (Lalbaug 
Branch) was called upon as 
the Chief Guest as he is a 
keen sports enthusiast and 
supporter to the rink football 
every year by way of co-
sponsorship. The 14th edition 

enthusiastic crowd from 
various colonies who came in 
full strength to support their 
friends who geared up to score 
goals and take their colony to 
victory. The excitement was 
all over and the matches were 
played with vigor and true 
sportsmanship. Typical bawa 
comments did their rounds, 
and laughter would brighten 
up tensed situations.
On asking Astad Sarkari, 
defender of the Rustom Baug 
team what goes through his 
mind while playing he very 
spontaneously said,  “ Various 
situations during the game 
make it tensed or relaxed, with 
the amazing team support I get 
from my team (Rustom Baug) 
I usually am well settled when 

behind by a few goals, tension 
does seep in, but it’s fun and 
I look forward to playing for 
my team whenever I get a 
chance.” 
Playing as a team and with 
proper coordination helps 
those teams reach victory and 
that’s the aim of everyone who 
participates. “With winning on 
my mind, concentration on the 
game becomes stronger and 
helps me get more focused,” 
says Hormuz bana, who plays 

in the forward position for 

When 100s of hearts thump and some miss a beat for a second, together there’s a sigh of grief from a few and the rest shout with joy. 

Contd. on Pg. No. 16

Tytans v/s Rustom Baug

Boys under 18- CJ in blue,
Cusrow Baug

Panthaky baug- winner of 3rd pool

Rustom girls in blue v/s
Dadar Parsi Colony girls

Winning Team Cama Park (A)

RESULTS OF THE MATCH:
1ST POOL Cama Park (A) V/S Petit (A)
2ND POOL Tytans V/S Rustom Baug (A)
3RD POOL Panthaky Baug V/S Petit (B) 2-0
Boys Under 18 C.J. V/S Malcolm Baug 1-0
 (Penalty Shoot Out)
Girls SNWC V/S DPC 1-0
A Special Thanks to Firdous Khambatta & Perzon 
Porbunderwala on behalf of the Nawroze Baug Play Centre 
for their contributory efforts. They are the pillars behind the 
success of the entire tournament.
Photo courtesy:  Firdous  Khambatta

Zeenia Wadia and Swati Kalra report
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Do you know why we 
all get angry…..it is 
because of the ‘past 

incidents’ in our lives.
Live in the present and just 
learn from the past. This is one 
of the key elements of a happy 
life. 

I am not writing all this 
because I have changed from 
“ a bawa to a baba”, but this 

YES+ (Youth Empowerment 
Seminar Plus) that is a part of 
the Art Of Living course.

It is very interesting to 
know that the YES+ was 
started by a bawa named 
Khurshed Batliwala, who 
is also known as “The Bawa” 
in the Art of Living course. 
Bawa is a graduate of the IIT-B 
(1991) and is a very funloving 
and cheerful fellow and a  
pleasant personality to be 
around. 

The YES+ course is not just 
about meditating and all the 
sad boring stuff. They were 6 
fun days of my life. The YES+ 
is specially for the youth from 
the age of 18 to 30 years. They 
made us understand the deep 
values of life, by different 
games, which I think was a 

great idea for learning and 
understanding of different 
things in life. 

The reactions of my 
friends and people around 
me: 

Most of them laughed at 

that I was attending the Art 
of Living. And my reaction 
to that was a big smile – as I 
had learnt in the Art of Living. 
They again thought that I had 
gone mad. Some were shocked 
and others said that it is good 
that at such a young age I was 
learning the Art of Living YES 
+ course. 

After doing the YES+ 
course, I don’t say my life has 
changed completely. But yes, 

made me a better person and 
a better human being in life. I 
have changed the way I used 
to see the world. Even before 
the course, I was cool but 
after the course I have become 
super cool. …as in I don’t get 
angry anymore. I feel that 
not listening properly is the 
major cause of majority of the 
problems in our life. 

 The key is to be a good 
listener- “with an open mind” 
and by just implementing this 
small point, I have made a 
good change in my life and I 
think everyone should try and 
implement it too. 

Yes, there were a few 

meditation sessions that 
took place during the course, 
but the best thing was the 
“sudarshan kriya”. After the 
kriya is completed you just 
feel so light and fresh and all 
your worries just disappear 

from your life. 
It was just a 
great overall 
experience. 

Only people 
who are serious 
should go 
for the YES+ 
course. The 
most important 
point is that 

whatever you learn from the 
course should be applied in 
every walk of life. It can also 
be a life changing experience 
for some other people and 
may also change the way 
they look at people and other 
things in life.

HAVE CONTROL OVER YOURSELF, ONLY THEN CAN YOU HAVE CONTROL OVER OTHERS.

by HOSHERDAR POLAD 
(Polad Jr)

For any question, please post 
it on Polad Baba’s Wall on 
Facebook.

Art of Living is not only for 

old foggies.
So visit: www.artofliving.org or 
call Rishabh at 9769268442 
and register quickly. There are 
different courses specifically 
designed for various age groups 
and at different locations. So, this 
new years’ gift yourself  a new life!

Hi Khurshed, tell us a little 
about yourself and how you 
went from Bawa to Baba! 
My name is Khurshed 
Batliwala. I hold a Masters 
Degree in Mathematics from 
IIT Bombay. 
And long time ago I decided 
that it would be much more 
fun to teach people how to 
meditate and be happy rather 
than teach them mathematics 
and make them miserable!
So that is why I chose this 
career path (if you can even 
call it a career).
I get to  teach the Art of Living 
Series and help people enhance 
their lives, their work, their 
very being, the way they make 
friends and the way they enjoy 
everything life has to offer. 
When I was a student, I got a 
chance to do the course myself 
and it made such a huge 
difference to my life. It had a 
positive impact on everything 
that was part of my world, my 
studies, my music (I play the 
piano) and my food, which 
I love to cook and enjoy like 
most Parsis. It also got me out 
of a lot of less than healthy 
habits!  
I felt that with this knowledge 
people can choose to live the 
life they want to lead rather 
than lead the life they are 
stuck with! And so I chose to 
be here and help bring the Art 
of Living to everyone around 
me. 
What is the story of YES +? 
Our Guruji S.S. Ravi Shankarji 
mentioned to my colleague, 

Dinesh and me that we should 
do something for the youth so 
that they can use the teachings 
of the programme to blossom. 
We came up with the idea 
of a workshop which could 
convey the deep spiritual 
message in an informal and 
fun way that is accepted by 
younger people. The wisdom 
is ancient but the packaging is 
current! 
See the thing about being 18 
is that everyone wants to be 
there! 13 year olds crave to 
grow older and be 18, 35 year 
olds long to have the young 
age of 18 back! Only the 18 
year old doesn’t wants to be 18! 
We felt that this is such a 
precious beautiful time of 
life. With a bit more clarity 
and the ability to think clearly 
about what you really want in 
your life and what you should 
be doing about it 18 can be a 
wonderful age. 
The name YES + comes 
from the long form, Youth 
Empowerment and Skills 
Workshop. 
So far it has been great! We 
have been teaching all over 
the country and now the 
programme goes to over 100 
countries across the world. 
I would say that it gives an 
edge and clarity and an outlet 
to some good clean fun to 
anyone willing to give it a go! 
What is the message you can 
give the Parsi Youth? 
It has been a long long time 
since we Parsis came to India.

One look at him suggests a 
cool Bawa dude! One minute 
listening to what he has to say 
makes you add respect to the 
equation! Khurshed Batliwala 
is the man behind the YES + 
Art of Living Programme which 
speaks to youth across the world 

meditation. Parsi Times caught up 
with him for a few Good Thoughts, 
Good Words, and Good Deeds.

A chat with

              The Bawa
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Ever since we have been 
here we have contributed to 
the society in the best way 
possible.
Even right in the beginning, 
when the Head priest of the 
Community met the King, the 
King said there was no place  
and the High Priest added 
sugar to the cup of milk to 
imply that we would blend 
into the society and sweeten 
it. We have done just that for 
many years and made many 
legacies. 
My message to all the Parsi 
Youth is … BECOME THAT 
SUGAR. 
Somewhere we have started 
thinking too much about 
ourselves and to little about the 
people around us. Meditation 
helps you realize this. It makes 
you feel abundance and to tap 
into that potential that we all 
have. 
Everybody, not only Parsi 

potential. There is much more 
we can do than just sit on 
the railings and ride bikes. I 
am not implying that there 
is something wrong with 
that, but I mean to say that in 
addition to it, there is space 

meaningful things. 
Think a little bit 
about how you can 
do, what you can do 
to contribute a little 
to society. And this 
enriches your life 
so much. You know 
it is such a simple 
natural thing, if you 

see a good movie or eat at a 
good restaurant, you want 
to tell your friends about it. 
So sharing is intrinsic in our 
nature. We automatically want 
to share what is good and nice. 
What I would say is get more 
nice things in your life. 
Lead the Humta, Hukata, 
Huvareshta that has been 
taught to us. Learning 
meditation makes it so easy to 
do! 
Has being a Parsi helped you 
on your path? 
Being a Parsi is a privilege. 
Growing up with Good 
Thoughts, Good Words and 
Good Deeds is so deeply 
instilled in me that it so easy 
for me to take to this path of 
meditation, this path of love 
and peace and service. 
Being Parsi has opened many 
doors. Sometimes people are 
quick to say ‘You are Parsi and 
you do not eat non-veg food 
and you don’t drink alcohol! I 
joke and reply saying I’m one 
of the intellectuals! 
Thank you so much for your 
time. 
It was a pleasure chatting 
with you, Hoshedar and  
Parsi Times. Best of luck for 
the article and interview! Jai 
Gurudeva!

5 reasons you should do the art of living course:
 Develops you as a person spiritually, mentally and even 

physically 
 Helps understand people in a better manner (your wife, 

parents, friends and girlfriends)
 Helps you discover the real you- who you really are as a 

person
 Teaches you how to live a stress free and peaceful life in an 

easy way.
 It teaches you to face any problem in life however big or 

small, and give your 100% in whatever you do.

Mocambo Café has 
always been iconic 
for its old European 

charm and its pork chops! 
Since 1961 the café situated 
in Fort, the heart of Mumbai’s 

up Parsi / Irani cusines, 
sandwiches, quick bites and 
beer to a bevy of customers. 

This hot favourite Parsi 
point went into renovation 
almost a decade back and 
sprung back with a snazzier 
look but the same wholesome 
and delicious menu. The 
hot items are always mouth 
watering grills, fondues, 
sandwiches, pizzas and 
burgers all served up in the air 
conditioned environment by a 
happy staff!

Today Mocambo Café is 
a regular for the Corporate 
Executive and the family 
through the Lunch and Dinner 
hours. Breakfast is soon on the 
menu as well! 

Table after table orders up 
the Baked Garlic Prawns and 
Denmark Sausages as starters. 
One cannot miss a few select 
Parsi delights such as Mutton 
Dhansak  and Salli Boti. If you 
are not in the mood for Apru 
bhonu try the Chef’s special 
like the lobsters and baked 

crab shells.  
The American Cowboy 

Sandwich or the ¼ pound 
Burger are good tries. The 
Royal Chicken, Tangdi 
Chicken or the Beef Steak are 
all reasonably priced and very 
tasty. 

The Café is managed by a 
group of partners but if you 
need anything answered, 
Kitchen  Head Chef Rustom 
Ariyanfar and Ameya 
Mahajani are always available 
and ready to chat with guests! 

Chef Rustom Ariyanfar 
says, “We try to maintain the 
old charm accompanied with 
the new European English 
touch. The mix crowd present 

and people come from far off 
states like Delhi……, and from 
abroad as well. We guarantee 
value for money --- in short 
quality for quantity describes 
us well.” We have introduced a 
‘Loyalty Card’ for our fans and 

from it can step into Mocambo 
at any time to inquire about 
it for further details and we 
are also in an effort to post it 
at numerous Parsi baugs & 
colonies wherever possible.”

We asked Mr. Ameya  
Mahajani what he thought 
was the best selling dish of the 
Café. He was quick to reply… 
the Steaks and Pork Chops of 
course! But if we have Parsi 
Patrons in the house, be sure 
to catch a lot of them enjoying 
our Lasagnes! 

We recommend a meal 
at Mocambo Café, where 
you can grab a discount, a 
drink and even an autograph 
from the bevy of frequenting 
celebrities! Most importantly, 
the food offered is straight 
from the heart and is entirely 
soul satisfying!

PT Reporter 
Swati Kalra

Contd. from Pg. 6
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Azmin Mistry is a young teacher 
at Bombay International 
School. She loves children and 
says they are ‘carefree, honest 
and genuine!’ She has a MA 
B Ed in English Lit from Bombay 
Teachers Training College 
and is passionate about the 
Performing Arts, with a soft 
spot for Shakespeare. She is 
now professionally involved 
in theatre. Chief Coordinator 
HPY for the BPP for the past 
4 years, Azmin is actively 
involved in nurturing the 
talents of the young Parsi 
children who attend the 
Summer HPY sessions. 
So Azmin is now in the house 
and we can all say ‘Present 
Miss!

Everybody likes to receive a Christmas gift. But have you ever thought of giving one? Not yet? Then, read 
on to how much happiness and cheer you can give somebody as you share the gift of Christmas.

Christmas is a day of joy and fun,

A day when no one’s 

 better than none,

Christmas makes you forget 

 your fear,

It comforts you that all are near.

A man called Christ was born 

 on this day,

In a world where anger, 

 envy and sorrow lay

Yet he gave this message, 

 a hopeful ray,

Let’s celebrate togetherness, 

 forget dismay.

Most certainly love, 
happiness, bonding, 
lights, sweets, hugs, 

wine and presents from Santa 

left out of all of this, wonders 

where he 
belongs. All 
of us are fully 
aware about the importance 
of Christmas so I won’t waste 
my word limit over that. 
However, let’s strive to be 
different this season. Let’s 
celebrate the art of giving and 
for once, not care about what 
we receive in return. 

Everyone celebrates their 
own version of Christmas. Let 
me bring to you the cries of 
millions of children, who don’t 
get a morsel to eat for days on 
end; who roam around our 
streets naked and bare; who 
don’t know what it’s like to 
receive a gift; who’ve never 
played with the toys you and 
I grew up with; and who only 
understand the language of 
love. Yes, this season, let’s all 
distribute one little thing to 
the children of our servants, 

to the child selling 

light, to the sweeper boy 
who keeps your building and 
society clean every single day. 
If they don’t forget their bit, 
how can we? 

I’ve taken it upon myself 
this Christmas season, to make 
sure I distribute whatever 
is in my capacity to all the 
people I’ve just mentioned. 
I’ve missed several but I’m 
sure you can tell me about 
more. You don’t have to spend 
hundreds of rupees over them. 
A little chocolate wrapped in a 
gift paper, a soft toy you don’t 
use any more, a book you’ve 
read that you don’t mind 
parting with and stationery 
(for the children who are 
underprivileged but go to 
schools), toiletries, towels, 
napkins, glasses, plates - it 
could be just about anything 

that could 
be of use 
to them. 
You could 
also invest 
time and 
visit an old 
age home, 

animal centre, 
school for the 

differently-abled, or even 
your next-door neighbour 
who you’ve probably fought 
with. Do good if you want 
good to boomerang back to 
you this Christmas. Don’t 
hesitate. Don’t wait for your 
friend to do it. Lead from the 
front and watch the world 
follow you. If you’re a person 
with 1% emotion and 99% 
drive to change things around 
you, within your capacity and 
limitations, I’m sure you don’t 
need me telling you this.

I’m sure, our Community 
that is known for charity and 
for the fact that we celebrate 
most of the festivals of the 
world with equal enthusiasm 
will certainly promote this 
cause and join me in my noble 
endeavour to help society in 
general with equal zeal and 

g u s t o . 
J u s t 

o n e 
gift a 
year and bring a smile on the 
face of the person who never 
dreamt of being gifted by an 
angel like you. Then, see the 
light this New Year brings in 
your life. Watch the glow on 
your own face once you’ve 
been involved.

Most parents’ nightmare 
before Christmas is to step 
into the shoes of ‘Santa Claus’ 
and decide whether their child 
has been ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and 
provide for the needs of their 
child. With the noble task 
on hand, all parents will be 
relieved of this burden. In fact, 
there is an added advantage 
too. A lot of unwanted things 
will be given to those who’ve 
always wanted them. So 
here’s a win-win situation 
— Mothers happy that 
cupboards and drawers are 
clean, children happy about 
their kind deed and for seeing 
their parents happy, the 
bright faces of those who’ve 
been gifted glowing with 
happiness. What more could 
the Almighty ever want for 
Christmas?

You better not pout,  You 
better not cry, You better not 
shout, I’m telling you why, 
Humanity’s changing this 
year.

We’re making a list 
and checking it twice, 

who’s worthy and nice, 
We’re gifting you our love, 

this year.
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Hey there! Register your YOUNG AND FREE voice on 
contribute@parsi-times.com Just mail in your name,  age 
and contact number. Our questions can range from the 
serious to the sensational. Let us join hands in making a 

voicetoday for our tomorrow! 

Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and asks for their unbiased take 
on important Community issues. We are proud to feature our unedited, 

young minds.  Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK: How is life in a Baug/Colony? 
What according to you are the advantages and pitfalls?

Name  : Hanoz Tarapore 
Age  : 26 years
Profession : Working
There are many advantages of staying in a 
Baug. There is always a sense of security. As a 
kid you make many friends. As parents it’s a 
very reassuring scenario that your child can 
play safely in the surroundings and can enjoy 
outdoor sports within the Baug, in the garden. 
However, it can so happen sometimes that 
because you stay in a Baug you have majority 
of Parsi friends. On the other hand, if you live 
in a cosmopolitan environment you come in to 
contact with a lot of different types of people; 
people of various religions, castes, communities, 
those belonging to different backgrounds, 
having different mind sets, possessing different 

ones horizon, outlook, and perspective in life. 
Still I love my Baug! I love everything about 
it- the calm, peace, silence and greenery- 
everything! I wouldn’t trade it for anything else!

Name  : Zian Lakdawalla
Age  : 28 years
Profession : Working
Life is pretty good in a Baug. You have everyone 
nearby. You make many friends and it’s fun 
spending time with them. However, in Malcolm 
Baug it can get pretty isolated. Earlier I didn’t use 
to stay in a Baug so I had more opportunities to 
socialize. But now since there are many elderly 
people in our Baug it can get a bit lonely. Only 
during Gambhars and other such events does 
socializing take place. But at the end of the day, 
I feel that after a hard day at work when I talk to 
my friends and neighbours in the Baug I feel very 

I stayed outside a Baug.  

Name  : Rhea Vesuwalaa 
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Student
I have never stayed outside a colony. There are 
many advantages as far as I can tell. We are so 
many Parsis together, so many friends, we meet 
every evening and most importantly we have 

would be that we don’t associate much with the 
people from other communities.

Name  : Diana Besania
Age  : 26 years
Profession : Working
There are a lot of advantages of staying in a 
Baug like you get to know a lot of people from 
our Community. There’s always a play ground, 

advantageous. There is an easy access to these 
facilities. Friends sit late at night, chatting and 
relaxing. It’s very enjoyable. I don’t see many 
disadvantages. We also have a few cosmopolitan 
people in Contractor Baug and they also speak 
Gujarati very well. They use typical Parsi words!

Name  : Peterasp Sasuri 
Age  : 18 years
Profession : Student
I think that life in a Baug is very colourful. It’s quite 
good. You know the residents well; you know 
who’s doing what, who is famous, people who 
will help you out in you hour of need and those 
who will turn a deaf ear. Of course, the security 
provided is a major plus point. There are so many 
friends, here in the Baug itself. There is a huge 
group of people of your own age. Everyone is close 
by. I also feel that another advantage is that you 
can have a peaceful time in a Baug. It’s pretty quite. 

Name  : Lianna Mistry 
Age  : 18 years 
Profession : Student
I love it here! It’s very calm and nice. There are so 
many of us who have grown up together. Many 
of our parents have also grown up together. 
However, I think that we don’t mix enough with 
other communities because we are so comfortable 
in our surroundings.

Name  : Rashna Engineer 
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Student
It’s amazing! I love it! It’s really great as you have 
so many childhood friends around you. I have 
a group of friends since childhood and other 
people from other Baugs also join us sometimes. 
But sometimes we can’t move around freely in 
the Baug owing to the fact that at times outsiders 
come in and saunter around so it gets a little 
uncomfortable. I think that if the area was more 
enclosed it would have been amazing.

Name  : Delaviz Gazdar 
Age  : 24 years
Profession : Student
I grew up in a cosmopolitan environment but now 
I stay in a Baug. I guess that when you stay in a 
Baug you eventually tend to make your thinking 
narrow. The reason for this is that the people who 
have been staying in a Baug for years together get 
a reality check when they are pushed in to the real 
world. They are comfortable in a Baug but are 
not able to adjust themselves outside. Baugs set 
a certain mind set. You kind of end up believing 
what they believe. On the brighter side there is a 
strong sense of pride, belonging and togetherness 
as far as the Community is concerned and I think 
that is very essential in today’s time when these 
emotions are fast deteriorating. 

Name  : Delna Luth 
Age  : 32 years
Profession : Working
For me life in a Baug is full of fun and enjoyment. I 
guess it’s the best! You make a lot of friends, meet 
new people and then there’s always that evening 
out with friends where you can just relax and have 
fun! It’s quite secured and safe. The kids are also 
secured in the safe and friendly surroundings of 
a Baug. But sometimes you can experience a lack 
of privacy because you are surrounded by a lot of 
people all the time. 
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P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK

How is life in a Baug/Colony? 
What according to you are the 

advantages and pitfalls?

Old
n

Wise

Parsi Times
chats with Elder Parsis and 

asks for their unbiased take on 
important Community issues.

We are proud to feature our 
unedited, wise minds. 

Maybe their voices
can be heard!

Hey there! Register your 
OLD N WISE voice on 

contribute@parsi-times.com
Just mail in your name, 

age and contact number. 
Our questions can range from 
the serious to the sensational.

Let us join hands in making a voice 
today for our tomorrow!

Name : Alen Variava 
Age : 61 years 
Address : Vasai
Mane to aiya majanu lage. It’s all right. There’s 
no problem. Facilities are there but there is water 
problem. But now a tanker has been placed so that 
problem is also reducing. Security is also pretty ok. 
First I used to stay in Gujarat but now since a along 
time I have been staying in Mumbai.

Name : Nergish Majra  
Age : 60+ years 
Address : Godrej Baug
I have never lived outside a colony. I think it 
is very nice to stay in a colony. The residents 
stay together. There is community bonding. 
Staying in the colony is the best, especially 

all part of the Baug experience. Just like in a 
family there are differences of opinion. But 
it’s all a part and parcel of colony life. The 
kids are also cared for. All non parsis envy the 
clean and peaceful surroundings of our Parsi 
colonies.

Name : Kashmira Aderbehman
Age : 61 years
Address : Bandra
I have never lived in a Baug or Parsi colony before. 
But as far as I know life in a Baug is Community 
based. Everybody lives together and there is a 
sense of belonging.  There are a lot of comforts 
available to the residents of a colony. 

Name : Rohinton Chesun 
Age : 52 years 
Address : Vasai
I live here since a long time and I feel that life here 
is not so bad. It’s pretty good. Before this I used to 
live at Opera House for 40 years. 

Name : Villoo Asha 
Age : 69 years
Address : Vasai
I have lived in a cosmopolitan colony before and 
after marriage. So the atmosphere there was quite 
different from the Parsi colony that I stay in now. 
I have shifted to Vasai Parsi colony since last year. 
I think everybody stays together in colonies. And 
everyone around you is very helpful and nice.

Name : Bakhtavar Anklesaria
Age : 60 years
Address : Dadar Parsi Colony
I have never lived outside a Baug. The atmosphere 
in a colony is friendly, there are get-togethers. 
Another very appealing thing is the safety and 
security that a colony atmosphere gives to its 
residents. It is also very peaceful to live in a colony 
atmosphere. 

Name : Kersi Amrolia
Age : 64 years
Address : Marzban colony
I have been staying in a Parsi colony since a long 
time. It is very comfortable as you get many 

Also, there is a feeling of community bonding and 
the neighbours are very helpful. 

Name : Mrs. Bakhtaver Chesun
Age : 52 years 
Address : Vasai
In my opinion our colony is the worst. People are 
not co-operative at all. They just bitch about each 
other and there’s always a lot of back biting. They 
don’t want good of others. My family is always 
helpful to everyone. But others here speak sweetly 
with you on your face and talk badly about you 
behind your back. Some people are good but 
most of them are uncooperative. That is why my 
children don’t mingle with the people from our 
society. People don’t come together here. We have 
been here since the colony was built. I feel that 
there is a mini Navsari here.
There is nothing in our colony to participate in. 
My daughter is the best dancer in Vasai but no 
one co-operates here. There are no friends in the 
colony for my children. There are no activities, no 
games.  There’s nothing in our colony except for 

the Parsi Community is dwindling because of this 
stupidity. All the activities are in Bombay and it’s 

Bombay. No one will send their kids there during 
peak hours as travelling is so tough. I also feel that 
we should participate in all these activities but 
kids should be encouraged to take part. There are 
no activities in Vasai.
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Given below is an 
incident, which has 
occurred in the Pak 

Anjuman Atash Behram 
Saheb. This story might sound 
ludicrous to the skeptics, but 
to the faithful these are healthy 
signs of a Vigilant Padshah 
Saheb.

Mr. Homi Mistry and 
Mr.Savak Mistry were two 
brothers who were ardent 

devotees of Pak Anjuman Atash 
Behram Saheb.They use to work 
in the Newspaper “Blitz” 
(Editor: Late Russy Karanjia) 
at the post of Deputy Editor 
and General Manager.

It was a regular habit of 
these brothers to visit the Paak 
Atash Behram Saheb late 
in the Avisuthrem Geh.  
All the Boivala Sahebs knew 
them so well, that they had 

shown these brothers the 
secret place where they 
used to hide the key (behind 
the Paigambar Saheb’s frame) 
to the prayer hall (i.e. area 
outside the Gumbaj). These 
brothers would come late in 
the night, open the prayer hall, 
do their Avisuthrem Farajiyat, 
lock the prayer hall and then lie 
down on the wooden benches 
on the verandah, waiting for 

the Ushain Geh. They would 
again get up do the Ushain Geh 
Farajiyat and then go home.  
At around 9.30 – 10.00 in the 
night, the Boivala Saheb would 
specially come again to the 
prayer hall from his rest 
room, do his  kushti, wear 
his Jama and pichori and 
take Sukhad from these 
brothers and offer it to 
the Padshah Saheb. Then 
the Boivala Saheb would 
bring the Chamach with 
the Rakhia (Holy Ash) as a 
blessing from the Padshah 
Saheb. This act of devotion 
towards the Padshah Saheb had 

continued for years on end.   
One day Ervad 

Saheb Navroji Dastoor 
Meherjirana overslept. He 
got up at around 10.00-10.30 
in the night, he came to the 
prayer hall from his rest 
room, did his kushti, wore 
his Jama and Pichori and 
asked the Mistry Brothers for 
the Sukhad. Both the brothers 
were surprised and told Ervad 
Saheb Navroji that he had 
already offered the Sukhad to 
the Padshah Saheb a few 
moments back and even 
offered them Rakhia. Ervad 

In the spirit of giving, here is a short story that one of our readers sent us. It illustrates 
the story of true giving, which gives birth to a miracle.

the spirit of giving here iis a sssssshhhohhhhhhh rtrt sstotooorryryryyryy thattttttt ooonooo e of our readers sent us It illustrates

CELEBRATING 
MIRACLES

Ingredients: 150 gms. Soft Butter; 175 gms. Brown Sugar; 1 Lemon 
rind; 4Nos Eggs; 200gms. Maida; ½ tea spoon Baking powder; 1tea 
spoon mixed spices powdered (Cinnamon, Elichi, Cloves & Pepper); 
½ tea spoon Nutmeg  powder; 275gms. Black Currents; 65 gms. Glazed 
Cherries; 200gms.Sultanas; 65gms. Almonds; 120gms. Raisins: 1-½ 
Tbl.spoon  Sugar + ½ Tbl.spoon  Water for making Caramel; 50ml 
Rum; 65 gms. Candid Peel & Prunes; 50 gms. Powdered Almonds.
Method: Set oven @ 180 Degrees Celsius. Take 7” baking tin well 
buttered and  well dusted with maida . Line bottom of the tin with 
butter paper well greased with butter.                      

& all spices. Mix in all the dry chopped fruits. In another bowl beat 

well, add lime ringd, add caramelled sugar and beat well. Finally 
fold in Maida with the mixed dry fruits little by little. If the mixtures 
seems to be dry add little milk to make it a dropping consistency. 
Pour mixture into the prepared tin and bake for 2-1/4  to 2-½ hours. 
When browned and leaves the sides of the tin, remove from oven and 
let it cool on the rack completely. Put it back into the same tin and 
pour Rum all over the cake and wrap it with the cling , and  keep in 
a warm place over night till matured. Next day remove and slice it.

Recipe:

Dear Madam,
As Christmas and New Year is just round the corner I wish to share  a recipe of Rich X’mas Cake 
this week for the Parsi Times readers. I request you to give this recipe in your Parsi Times issue 
of 24th December, 2011.  My family and I Wish you and all the Staff at Parsi Times A Merry 
Christmas and A Very Happy and Prosperous New Year with Best of Health and Happiness this 
Year and Many more Years to come. Amen!
With regards 
Nozar F. Mukadam

From the Kitchen of:

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Contd. on pg. No. 18
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A CUP OF KINDNESS

Dara M. Khodaiji, is a lover 
of all the good things in life. 
He especially appreciates 
a good scotch whiskey. 
Join this collector of curios, 
decanters and liquor glasses 
as he pours his heart out 
over a cup of kindness.

A Circling Coil of Golden 
Fire, An Angel’s Kiss, 
A Fairy’s Teardrop, 

Amber Paradise or what poet 
Burns calls in the immortal 
song Auld Lang Syne “A Cup 
of Kindness”. This is how the 
Gaelic gift to the thirsty world, 
“uisge beatha” or “uiskie” 
or whisky, as we know it, 
is variously and poetically 
described. By the whisky one 
means the Scotch whisky 
ofcourse. Only Scotch whisky 
can be spelt w-h-i-s-k (without 
e)-y. All other whiskies 
produced outside Scotland 
are supposed to be spelt w-h-
i-s-k-e-y, with an e like in key.
(Poetic, what? Any lass or 
lad can turn into a poet after 
“wee dropie o” 12 year old 
single malt). Though whiskey 
is still spelt with an “e” in 
Ireland this rule is observed 
more in breach, elsewhere.  
And to label a bottle as Scotch, 
the whisky be matured for a 
minimum statutory period of 
three years.  

Scotch whisky is the only 
drink in the world which 
is immediately recognized 
by the name of the country 
that produces it. SCOTCH! 
Champagne and cognac are 
the names of the region that 
produce the wine/brandy 

of that name.  Scotch is the 
biggest tax earner and also one 
of the biggest export earners 
in the UK. Its production 
accounts for two per cent of 
the jobs in Scotland.  Sale of 
Scotch whisky beats all the 
other spirits in the world 
market.

Till mid nineteenth 
century whiskey was frowned 
upon and not considered good 
enough for the upper class 
English gentleman to drink. 
The proper drink was brandy 
but a natural disaster changed 
all this. The vineyards of 

virulent insect, an aphid 
phylaxera vastatrix which 
destroyed most of the vine 
crops. The English gentleman 
took to imbibing Scotch. He 
grew fond of it and since then, 
the Scotch has not looked back.  
Scotch had already become 
popular in the British colonies 
in the hot tropics, especially 
when toned down with soda-
water. (I remember seeing a 
soda-siphon of Kemp & Co. at 
my granny’s place).

Three principal ingredients 
that go into making whisky 
are barley, water and yeast.

Barley is soaked in water 

the germination process 
commences. This is called 
green malt. The green malt is 

continuously. A painstaking 
process but nowadays this is 
done mechanically. Then it is 
then laid on racks and is dried 
by the heat from a kiln. Peat 
is added to the kiln for the 
smoky whisky. We now have 
barley malt which is turned 
into grist in a mill. The grist 
goes into large tubs which 
are about 12 feet wide and 18 
feet deep, and mixed with hot 
water. After few days yeast 
is added and the process of 

fermentation begins. Soon, it 
is time for this unsightly muck 
to turn into the amber beauty, 

table. Distillation takes place 
in bright copper stills. What 
we get is young whisky. The 

which were previously used 
for storing Sherry Madeira, 
Port, Rum or Bourbon. 
These casks are sent to the 
warehouse where they will 
lie for not less then three 
years, some over twenty 

unique character.  It develops 
a manly aroma. I think it can 
beat any after-shave lotion in 
the world. 

Scotch comes in the 
following types:-
a) Single Malt Whisky – It is 

a product of only malted 
barley and water at a 
single distillery by batch 
distillation in pot stills. 
The equipment is to be 
thoroughly cleaned after 
each round of distillation. 

b) Single Grain Whiskey – 
this is also the product 
of single distillery but 
in addition to water and 
malted barley there may 
be grains and malted or 
unmalted cereals.

c) Blended Malt Scotch 
Whisky – this is a blend 
of two or more single malt 
whiskies from different 
distilleries.  

d) Blended Scotch Whisky 
– A blend of two or more 
Single Malt Whiskies or 
two or more single grain 
whiskies. 

e) Blended Grain Whisky – 
Two or more Single Grain 
Scotch Whiskies from two 
or more distilleries.
Blended Scotch whisky 

must be a blend of two or 
more whiskies, each entitled 

to the term Scotch whisky. It 
is a statutory requirement to 
declare the age of 
the whisky 

on the 
label. In case 
of blended whisky the 
age of the youngest whisky 
in the blend must be declared 
as the age of that particular 
whisky. Charles MacLean 
mentions that normally a 
blended whisky will have 15 
to 40 malt whiskies and 2 to 3 
grains. 

Stuart Delves says 
the he learnt from Rachel 
Barrie, Glenmorangie’s 
master blender that the art 
of blending is like putting 
together a thousand pieces of 
a jigsaw to create a perfectly 
integrated whisky. 

There are adventurous and 
romantic stories associated 
with each distillery or each 
brand. In 1826 James Allardice 

market for his now legendry 
Glandronach, so he took a 
barrel of it to Edinburgh to 
canvas for this whisky, but 
found that all the outlets were 
well stocked and did not want 
a new and unknown brand. 
Dejected, he made his way to 
his hotel. On way two young 
lasses accosted him and asked 
him to “buy them a dram.” 

” Buy a dram?  I’ll gie ye a 
dram.” The ladies drank and 

liked it and told their 
friends how 

“guid” it 
was. 

T h e 
w o r d 

spread and soon 
everyone was demanding 
“The Guid Glendronach.” 

Highland Park distillery, 
Orkney, was founded by a 
smuggler Magnus Eunson. 
This colourful character, a 
distiller by night, was also a 
preacher by day. He was the 
frontman for a cartel called 

William Grant worked for 
twenty years in a distillery, 
brought up nine children 
before he could save 120 
pounds to buy two second 
hand stills and established his 
distillery by the river Fiddich. 

one of the most sought after 
Scotch. 

Nowadays we read a word 
of caution on almost every 
bottle of liquor about drinking 
in moderation, especially to the 
drivers. This is nothing new. 
Way back in sixteenth century 
a writer Raphael Holinshed 
wrote of whisky, a real classic, 
“Being moderately taken it 

Contd. on Pg. No. 18
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Dadar Parsi Colony. 
The girls of Rustom Baug who played against the Dadar 
Parsi Girls team and won were extremely excited. 
“We always have fun playing and the excitement of 
winning keeps getting better, but I really urge other 
girl teams to take advantage of these tournaments that 
our held for our community and come participate in 
better numbers,” says Sanaya Bokdawala, Captain of 

the winning 
team. 
Rayomond 
Birdy, the 
u p c o m i n g 
player of the 
year says 
e x c i t e d l y , 
“It is like a 
dream come 
true and the 

credit goes to my parents for support and Homi 
Bhagwagar (Tiger) for guiding CJ in all support. I 
have not been successful without the team and it’s 
entirely the team effort which has made me achieve 
this victory. Thankyou CJ once again!”
All Parsi Tournaments are a must, they encourage 
various colonies to come together and bond on the 
name of sports. It helps youth interaction and brings 
together boys and girls from every corner of the city 
to showcase their best talent for all to see. When it 
comes to football its no different. The grounds are 
packed with spectators who are there to encourage 
their team with a hope of winning that’s strongly 
etched in their minds. All contributory efforts of 
Mr Shirzad Bhatena, Jt. Treasurer and Organising 
Comm. Member of the tournament, were appreciated 
as the event was very well organized.
Vince Lombard once said, “Football is like life, 
it requires perseverance, self-denial, hard work, 

authority,” even today these words 
ensure that the sport comes alive and the football 
spirit be spread. Football is an unpredictable game 
and thus makes it interesting and exciting to watch. 
The love for the sport runs in the blood of football 
fans for whom the game more often is associated 
with passion and the 
true spirit of wining.
While the 
tournament ended 
on a great note, 
youngsters now look 
forward to upcoming 
tournaments and 
events. With soccer 
on their mind and the 
love for the game our 
Messis and Ronaldos 

in action for a long 
time.

Contd. from Pg. No. 5

Yasmin Engineer-Jt. General Secretary 
of Nowroze Baug Play Centre, 

Nariman E. Mehta-President Emeritus, 
Mr. Vijay Gawde, Branch Manager 
at Union Bank of India, Khorshed 

Billimoria

The culture of the readers of this paper demands 
that they have heard of the “Stop-Gaps”, and 
even that they know who (or what) they are. 

But to inform the less-informed: they are a group of 
singers (and their helpers -- The Academy) under the 
inspiration, the zeal, the single-minded purpose, of 
Alfred J. D’Souza, who wants to help bridge the gaps 
within the human family, mainly through SONG, the 
universal communication. 

It is a story of great success, of progress in this 

and challengeing. What story? Alfred has spent all 
of his youth, and most of his time, over some thirty 
years, rounding up like-minded and similarly-gifted 
people, to sing in chorus, especially polyphonic choir, 
to enchant folks around the world.

While this creates mutually happy people, and 
mutually loving people, it does not create money. So 
living becomes an economic problem for many. The 
Stop-Gaps can survive only with the help of very 
generous and very many donors.

But with the annual Christmas Festival of Festive 
music, Alfred had started something very different. 
He insisted on, and obtained, a quality and a class 
which made choral singing a totally different ball-

twenty different groups from all over the country, it 
was never competitive. No judges were ever involved, 
but everybody realised that Alfred always “raised 
the bar” for himself, and the Stop-Gaps always set a 

standard which the others tried to live up to 
and to emulate.

The sheer joy of watching a live 
performance exists in the realisation that 
you are listening to and watching what the 
choir is producing here and now, on the 
spot. Else you can stay home and play your 
CDs which come out from hours and days 
of repetition and re-recording, and manipulative 
digital editing, and technological enhancing, and 
electronic embellishing. Believe me, the cheering and 
applause, the whoops of delight are all very genuine 
and instantaneous and well-deserved.

I have often thought it might be nice to record 
some of the better renditions of a piece by one or 
the other of the participating groups. But then, what 
about the technological enhancing, and the electronic 
embellishing??? Naaah!! Let’s keep the sound real 
and live. And let’s make sure Alfred sticks around to 
give us reality, the harmony of human voices.

The warmth and spirit of the by-now-universal 
Christmas (and Christian) spirit is ushered into 
Bombay via the Stop-Gaps. The palpable family 
ambience is very real. Since British times the Parsees 
developed a “thing” towards the Royal Family and 
things English. After Christians, Parsees were in the 
forefront of foreign inculturation. Orchestras and 
choirs, both small and symphonic or philharmonic, 
had many Parsee participants, and they still do. Over 
the years the Parsees have kept up their representation 
in the Stop-Gaps, on both sides of the foot-lights.

years ago, the Stop-Gaps were the only group who 
were “hands-free”. Gradually the other groups 
caught on, and now no singers ever carry any 
notation or musical scores, the idea being of course 
that the singers keep their eyes on the conductor, not 
a muscle moves, and the discipline is complete.

It is interesting and fascinating to watch the 
evolution over the years of directors and conductors, 
to note that blind performers need no conductor, while 
directors spend months of pleading and training, 
in clarity, voice-control and modulation, breathing, 
expression, and the rest. An extreme case would be a 

conductor whose presence is reduced to the function 
of a metronome once the performers have imbibed all 
of the instruction. The famous  Sir Malcolm Sargent 
was one such conductor. He hardly ever raised his 

And in contrast you have the Dylan D’Souzas who 
make this excellent performance look like instant 
creation.

So, thanks to Alfred, choral singing became total, 
live communication. The quality of the ambience, the 
tasteful and elaborate sets, the costumes, the lighting, 
the discipline, were something to be lived up to, and 
all participants nudged themselves, and each other, to 
live up to the Stop-Gap quality, the Alfred standard. 

every department.  This genuine amateur feature of 
his character touched on international professional 
standards, and periodic foreign tours became the 
order of the day.

“India has talent!” has become a recent war-cry. 
But it took an Alfred to recognize and nurture this 
talent. India’s ancient classical one-voice tradition 

harmony.  Alfred’s own polyphonic compositions are 
encouraging other timid beginners. The Malayalam 
choral groups are leading the way.

The movement has to grow from the sub-conscious 
to the conscious. Polyphony and harmony has to be 
acceptable to growing audiences. “Fusion” cannot be 
rushed or forced upon masses. It will take many years 
of evolution.

The recent addition of a “Junior” ensemble to 
the Stop-Gaps has been most successful.  “Catch 
‘em young” seems to be working.  By the time these 
little ones are old enough to join the adu they will be 
old hands at polyphony and drilled in the Stop-Gap 
traditions. All power to them all!

“Revisiting the Festival of Festive Music” – A 2 day Christmas choir festival 
on Dec 17 & 18, 2011 at the TATA theatre        By Richard Lane-Smith, S.J.

Farah GhadialiCONTRIBUTED BY OUR READER

Petit Baug v/s Panthaky Baug
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A CUP OF KINDNESS
Contd. from Pg. No. 14
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
Do not hurt people with your words. Family will have good 
time with you. Investments can be done this week but on the 
name of your partner or  kids.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
This week use your heart more than your mind while making 
decisions. Try and comfort people around you. Minor 
arguments may occur during discussions with people around.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
You have a lot of well wishers but at the same time many 

your way out without any help.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
At work your seniors will burden you with responsibilities or 
might say things that hurt and will keep on disturbing you 
mentally.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
Do not trust everybody and anybody. There are chances of 

your belongings. Take blessings or advise from your teacher 
or Priest.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
Balance work and relationships well as either one of them is 
getting affected. Take care of your sleep as well. Do not keep 
thinking about the things that happened in the past.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
You will have money when needed. In this week, arrangements 
will be done. You will also get wealth from your family and 
fore fathers generations. Kids need to learn from their parents.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
You always try to do new and innovative things which may 
succeed or you will land up doing wrong things. You like 
others and will make them very comfortable. Guests could 
arrive or you will get to hear some news regarding them.

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
Wait for your results. Do not ignore the opportunities and 
things offered to you.  You can handle things. Just  don’t be 
lazy and leave everything.

Capricorn:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
You have money but are not ready to show it. You want to save 
it for yourself. Expenses will accure in spite of saving. Give or 
ask your child if they need anything. Your children need your 
support.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
Healthy and positive competition will make you want to 
work hard. You always want to be on top. Fun time or small 
unplanned outing with family is expected at the end of this 
week.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Needs to be little spiritual to distress. Financially you will get 
money but not when you are thinking about it. Opportunities 
to go around as well.

by Tarot Reader NUPUR

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du kàV¡$çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ ‘¥kp“u kNhX$ L$fhpdp„ kam ’C“¡ fl¡ip¡. Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u A„v$f 

Ly$Vy„$buL$ bpbs“u A„v$fbu kNhX L$fu iL$ip¡. dpbp‘p¡ ‘pk¡’u L„$CL$ kpfp Apri®hpv d¡mhu 

iL$ip¡, bÃQp“u kp’¡ kde ‘kpf L$fÅ¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd“¡ L„$$CL$ “hy„ L$fhp“y„ d“ ’i¡. sd“¡ L$epf¡ Mp¡V$p rhQpfp¡ Aphi¡. sdpfu 

‘k„v$Nu“u hõsy kfmsp’u d¡mhu g¡ip¡. sd“¡ kpfp kdpQpf kp„cmhp dmi¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf’u 22du “h¡çbf
 Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ^ufS>’u L$pd g¡Å¡. L$p¡CL$ bpbs“u AhNZ“p L$fsp “l] ep“¡ kdÄep 

hNf “p “l] ‘pX$sp. S>¡bu L$pddp„ sL$ dm¡ s¡“¡ gC g¡Å¡. sd“¡ Apmk h^y “p Aph¡ s¡“u 

Mpk v$fL$pf fpMÅ¡. b^p“p¡ kp’ dmi¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$ep$dp„ sdpfp L$l¡hp’u sd“¡¡ Mp¡Vy„$ gpNu Åe s¡hu hpsp¡ “l] L$fsp. a¡rdgudp„ 

kpfp¡ kde fl¡i¡. fp¡L$pZ L$fhp dpV¡$“p¡ kde kpfp¡ fl¡i¡. Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ cpNuv$pf L¡$ 

bÃQpAp¡ kp’¡$ kpfp¡ kde ‘kpf L$fu iL$ip¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf ’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
‘¥kp sp¡ Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ fl¡i¡ s¡d R>sp„ sd¡ v$¡MpX$p¡ L$fhpdp„ dp“ip¡ “l]. bQs L$fhpdp„ 

dp“ip¡. bÃQpAp¡ dpV¡$ sd“¡ ku^p¡ fõsp¡ dmsp¡ S>i¡. MQ® L$fhp“p¡ Nd “l]. bÃQpAp¡“p¡ 

kp’ Å¡Ci¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ®’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ S>¡bu L$pd L$fip¡ s¡dp„ Å¡ ùv$e’u L$pd L$fip¡ sp¡ h^y kam ’ip¡. 

dNS>’u L$pd “l] L$fsp Å¡ L$p¡Cbu bpbs“u QQp® L$fp¡ sp¡ s¡dp„ s¡bu V²$pe L$fÅ¡ L¡$ QQp® 

gp„bu Qpg¡. “p“u bpbs“u D‘f Ýep“ Ap‘sp “l].

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg’u 20du d¡ 
 Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ OZp b^p L$pdp¡ L$fhp ‘X$i¡. s¡ L$pddp„ OZu ìe[¼sAp¡ li¡ s¡dp„ sdpfp 

ApSy>bpSy>hpmp“¡ sdpfp L$pd “l] Nd¡, s¡ S>¡bu “L$L$u L$fp¡ s¡dp„ b„^ L$fhp“p¡ rhQpf L$fsp 

“l]. buÅ“u dv$v$ hNf sd¡ sdpfp¡ fõsp¡ ip¡^u g¡ip¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡’u 20du S|>“
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ L$pd“u A„v$f dp¡V$u ‘p¡õV$hpmp L¡$ dp¡V$u Ddfhpmp sd“¡ l¡fp“ L$fi¡. 

S>hpbv$pfu bfp¡bf k„cpmu g¡ip¡. sdp¡“¡ L$v$pQ qv$g s|V¡$ s¡hu hps “p kp„cmhu lp¡e sp¡ 

L$p¡CL$ bpbs“y„ Ap„sf gp„by ’C S>i¡.

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ L$p¡C“u D‘f rhðpk dyL$hp“u c|g L$fsp “l]. L$p¡CL$ sd“¡ b“phu Åe 

s¡hy„ AW$hpqX$ey„ R>¡. sdpfu kp’¡ L$pd L$f“pf’u k„cpmÅ¡. L$p¡CL$ hX$ug L¡$ ‘„qX$s“u kgpl 

gC“¡ ApNm QpgÅ¡ s¡dp„ apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
L$pd bpL$u li¡ s¡“p D‘f Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. Å¡ L$pd A“¡ fug¡i“dp„’u L$p¡CL$“¡ ‘k„v$ L$fhp 

lp¡e sp¡ rhQpfu“¡ ApNm h^Å¡. Apfpd L$fhpdp„ Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. S|>“p rhQpfp¡ D‘f M|b 

S> Ýep“ Ap‘sp “l].

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ’p¡X$u b„v$Nu L$fip¡ sp¡ ApÝep[ÐdL$ op“ d¡mhip¡. ^“ d¡mhhpdp„ dyíL¡$gu 

“l] Aph¡. Å¡ lpgdp„ rhv$¡i S>hp“p¡ rhQpf Aphi¡ sp¡ ’p¡X$p kdedp„ sdpf¡ dykpafu L$fhu 

‘X$i¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u A„v$f sd¡ M|b S> dl¡“s L$fip¡ sp¡ L$pd“u A„v$f kpfp fuTëV$ d¡mhip¡. 

kpfp rhQpfp¡ fpMÅ¡. sd¡ ld¡ip JQp L$pd L$fip¡. a¡dugu kp’¡ blpf S>C iL$ip¡. MQ® h^u 

S>i¡ sp¡bu tQsp “l] Aph¡.
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Mutt The Lockhorns

Hidden 
in this criss-

crossing network of 
passageways is the name 

of the well-known community 
personality shown in the picture. 

Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 

letter or passage be re-used.

SOLUTION (17-12-2011)
JAMSETJI TATA

SUDOKU

SO
LU

TI
O

N
 (

1
7
-1

2
-2

0
1
1
)

SU
D

O
K

U

  B K O 

 H I M H Q 

 B A  R O 

 H C L G S

  A D T 

1 2 3 5 8 9 6 7 4
7 5 9 1 4 6 8 2 3
4 6 8 2 3 7 9 1 5
5 3 4 9 6 2 7 8 1
9 1 2 8 7 4 3 5 6
8 7 6 3 1 5 2 4 9
6 8 1 7 5 3 4 9 2
2 4 5 6 9 8 1 3 7
3 9 7 4 2 1 5 6 8

One 
l e t t e r 

stands for 
another in this 

substitution game. Replace 

the cheeky saying of the week! 

ONL RTLXO ONAWR XPYSO 

OLILZAFAYW AF ONXO AD 

FYQLONAWR AQJYTOXWO 

NXJJLWF XWMGNLTL AW 

ONL GYTIK, KXM YT WARNO, 

MYS BXW XIGXMF BNXWRL 

ONL BNXWWLI

Today’s clue: R equals G

No man needs a vacation 
so much as the man who 

has just had one.

Sneaky
Cheeky
SOLUTION (17-12-2011)

3 1 8 4 5 7 2 9 6
5 9 4 2 6 3 1 8 7
2 7 6 1 8 9 3 5 4
6 3 2 7 9 1 8 4 5
8 4 7 5 3 2 6 1 9
9 5 1 8 4 6 7 2 3
7 8 9 3 1 5 4 6 2
4 6 3 9 2 8 5 7 1
1 2 5 6 7 4 9 3 8

DON’T PLAN 
TO BE HAPPY.   

Don’t Say 
“IF ‘THIS’ HAPPENS...

THEN I WILL BE HAPPY“
JUST BE HAPPY !!

TT
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who 
h a v e 
r e a c h e d 
middle-age are reasonably 
involved too.  But it’s that 15 to 
mid-thirties age group which 
seems to be, quite literally, the 
‘missing’ link.  But out of those 
who were present, everyone 
felt it was a great celebration 
and agreed that we ought to 
meet more often.
P.T: Do you think that the 
Parsi youth today is getting 
involved in the activities of 
the Community adequately? 
Do you think that they WANT 
to get involved? If no then 
why and if yes then why?
Aspi: Generally speaking, 
the youth are involved in 
the community’s activities, 

or at least would like to be.  
Presently we have decent 

numbers who come to 
our get-togethers 

but there’s still a 
lot of scope for 
improvement.  
One thing that 
we allow to 
come in our 

way of getting 
more involved 

in our community 
is our career.  Some of 

us who fall under the ‘youth’ 
category work over 14 hours 
a day.  For someone like that, 
it’s a bit of a stretch to add 
anything else on his plate.  
But that’s where prioritisation 
comes into play.
P.T: Do you think our Parsi 
youngsters should involve 
themselves better with the 
activities of the Community?
Aspi: Yes, they should 

themselves in a better 
manner in the affairs of the 
Community.
P.T: Any message for the Parsi 
youngsters?
Aspi: There are a lot of 
values that we can learn from 

our parents.  Sure, 
things have changed 
and we constantly 
feel a generation gap 
but looking at the 
kind of relationships 
they maintain till this day, 
it’s obvious that they did 
something right.  And more 
than anything else I’m 
referring to values of family, 
f r iendship, 
h o n e s t y , 
love, loyalty 
and trust.  
These things 
h a v e n ’ t 
c h a n g e d .  
They never 
will.  It’s very 
i m p o r t a n t 
to mix with 
m e m b e r s 
of our 
community 
as much 
as possible 
to create a 
feeling of 
camaraderie 
and a sense 
of belonging 
and purpose.

With a legacy of brilliant 
students having passed through 
its portals, J.B.Vachha Girls High 
School held its Annual Day at 
Shanmukhananda Hall on 22nd 
December, 2011. All the children 
from the tiny tots to the secondary 
school students participated in 
making it a grand success. The 
audience was left spell bound 
by the brilliant performances. 
The hall was packed to the brim 
and was attended by imminent 
personalities from the Muncherji 
Edalji Joshi Memorial Trust at Dadar. 
Captain Kersi Deboo, Principal of 

the Anglo Eastern Maritime Training 
Centre, was the Honorable Chief 
Guest of the day. 

J.B. VACHHA HIGH SCHOOL 
ANNUAL DAY FUNCTION

Ashdeen 
Lilaowala, 31 
years, textile 
designer
“It was really 
a very nice 
programme. The 
natak which was 

held on one of the two 
days was very interesting 
and enjoyable. It was 
something different than 
our usual run of the mill 

nataks. You don’t get to 
see something like that 
in Delhi often. It was a 
pleasure to watch the 
natak with its distinct Parsi 
feel. The Parsi humour 
was really engaging.  The 
Farohar kids performed 
a fashion show and sang 
Monajat songs which 
made the evening even 
more pleasant. And of 
course the food was great!”

Contd. from Pg. 3


